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For a prime number p and a number field k, let kk be the cyclotomic Zp-extension.
Let A be the projective limit of the p-part of the ideal class group of each inter-
mediate field of k k. When k is totally real, it is conjectured that A is finite,
namely that the characteristic polynomial char(A) of A as a 4-module is 1. We
give an interpretation of char(A) (and hence, of the conjecture) in terms of p-adic
behaviour of certain Gauss sums when k is a real abelian field (satisfying some
conditions). When k=Q(cos(2?p)), similar results are already obtained by Coleman
[3], Kaneko and the author [9].  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For a fixed prime number p and a number field k, denote by k k the
cyclotomic Zp-extension with its n th layer kn (n0). Let An be the Sylow
p-subgroup of the ideal class group of kn , and A=A(k)= An the
projective limit of An (n0) with respect to the relative norms. We choose
and fix a topological generator # of Gal(k k) so that we can regard the
group A as a module over the power series ring 4=Zp[[T]] by letting
T act via #&1. It is known that A is finitely generated and torsion over 4.
So, one of the fundamental problems on A is ‘‘What is the characteristic
polynomial char(A) of A ?’’ Here, char(X ) is a distinguished polynomial
uniquely defined for a finitely generated torsion 4-module X. When k is
totally real, it is conjectured that A is finite, namely that char(A)=1,
which is often called Greenberg’s conjecture (cf. Iwasawa [17, p. 316],
Greenberg [7]). This is not yet solved in general. The purpose of the
present paper is to give an interpretation of char(A(k)) (and hence, of
the conjecture) in terms of p-adic behaviour of certain Gauss sums when k
is a real abelian field (satisfying some conditions).
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To be more precise, let p be a fixed odd prime number and k an
imaginary abelian field. Further, let Un be the group of ‘‘semi-local’’ units
of kn at p. Namely, Un is the product of the groups of principal units of the
completions of kn at the primes over p. Let U= Un be the projective
limit with respect to the relative norms. By the action of complex conjuga-
tion, we can decompose as A=A+ A
&
 and U=U
+U&. The groups
U\ as well as A\ can be regarded as modules over 4 by T=#&1.
We shall define a 4-submodule G of U& generated by (norm coherent
systems of) certain Gauss sums, for which we first show that U&G is
finitely generated and torsion over 4 (Proposition 1). We prove (Theorem A)
that char(A+) ‘‘equals’’ char(U
&G) (under quite reasonable assumptions).
When k=Q(+p), similar results for A+ are already obtained in [3] and
[9] (see Remark 1(4) in Section 2).
On the other hand, let C be the 4-submodule of U+ generated by (systems
of) cyclotomic units. Then, it is known (Theorem B) that char(A&) ‘‘equals’’
char(U+C). This is an immediate consequence of the Iwasawa main
conjecture proved by Mazur and Wiles [22] and the structure theorem for
U+C obtained by Iwasawa [15] and Gillard [6].
2. MAIN THEOREM
Let p be a fixed odd prime number and k an imaginary abelian field with
its conductor q. We use the same notation as in Section 1. Put 2=Gal(kQ),
1=Gal(kk) and G=Gal(kQ). We assume that
p |3 *2. (1)
Then, G=2_1. Since we decompose everything (A , U etc.) by the action
of 2, we may well assume that k contains a primitive pth root of unity. Then,
we have k=k(+p), and further p & q by (1). Let 8 be a Qp-valued character
of 2 defined and irreducible over Qp , which we call a Qp-character. Let
e8=
1
*2
:
_ # 2
8(_) _&1
be the idempotent of the group ring Qp[2] corresponding to 8. By (1),
e8 # Zp[2]. For a Zp[2]-module X, we denote by X(8) the 8-component
e8X (or Xe8) of X. We say that 8 is even (resp. odd) when each (or
equivalently, some) irreducible component . of 8 over Q p is even (resp.
odd). Here, Q p denotes a fixed algebraic closure of Qp . Let 9 be a fixed
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odd Qp-character of 2 and  a fixed irreducible component of 9 over Q p .
Denote by 9* and * the dual characters of 9 and  defined by
9*(_)=|(_) 9(_&1), *(_)=|(_) (_&1), (_ # 2),
respectively. Here, | is the Qp-valued character of 2 representing its Galois
action on pth roots of unity. Then, 9* is an even Qp-character of 2 and
* is its irreducible component over Q p . Let O be the subring of Q p
generated by (_) (_ # 2) over Zp . We identify the subring e9 Zp[2] (resp.
e9*Zp[2]) of Zp[2] with O by e9 _ [ (_) (resp. e9*_ [ *(_)), _ # 2.
Thus, A(9 ) and A(9*) are modules over O. Choose and fix the
topological generator # of 1 such that ‘#=‘1+q for all ‘ # +p , where q is
as before the conductor of k. We identify, as usual, the completed group
ring O[[1]] with the power series ring 4=O[[T]] by #=1+T. Thus,
for a Zp[[G]]-module X (e.g., X=A), X(9 ) and X(9*) are regarded
as 4-modules. As is well known, A(9 ) and A(9*) are finitely generated
and torsion over 4 (cf. [17, Theorem 5]). For a finitely generated torsion
4-module X, we denote by char(X) its characteristic polynomial, which is a
distinguished polynomial uniquely defined for X. Put T4 =(1+q)(1+T)&1&1.
For a distinguished polynomial f (T ) in O[T] (e.g., f =char(X )), there
exists a unique distinguished polynomial f *(T) ( # O[T]) such that
f (T4 )= f *(T) u(T )
for some u # 4_ by the p-adic Weierstrass preparation theorem. For example,
T*=T&q. Clearly, we have ( f *)*= f.
Let p be a prime ideal of k over p. By (1), there exists a unique prime
ideal pn of kn over p. Denote by Upn the group of principal units of the
completion kpn of kn at pn . Put
Un := ‘
p | p
Upn and U := Un .
Here, p runs over all prime ideals of k over p and the projective limit is
taken with respect to the relative norms. The group G acts on Un and U
in a natural way, and so, U(9 ) and U(9*) are regarded as 4-modules.
We shall define in Section 5 a 4-submodule G(9 ) of U(9 ) generated by
(norm coherent systems of) certain Gauss sums, and prove in Section 7 the
following:
Theorem A. The quotient U(9 )G(9 ) is finitely generated and torsion
over 4. Further, if A(9) is pseudo-isomorphic to 4( f ) for some f # 4, then
we have
char(A(9*))=(char(U(9)G(9 )))*.
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Let C(9*) be the 4-submodule of U(9*) generated by (norm coherent
systems of) cyclotomic units (see [6, Section 4]). As we mentioned in
Section 1, we have the following:
Theorem B. The quotient U(9*)C(9*) is finitely generated and
torsion over 4, and
char(A(9 ))=(char(U(9*)C(9*)))*.
Though this assertion is more or less known, we give a proof for the
convenience of readers (at the end of Section 3).
Remark 1. (1) The ‘‘9*-component’’ of Greenberg’s conjecture for the
maximal real subfield k+ of k asserts that A(9*) is finite. By Theorem A,
this is equivalent to the finiteness of U(9 )G(9) (under the assumption).
(2) The assumption on A(9 ) in Theorem A is satisfied if the power
series g(T) associated to the p-adic L-function Lp(s, *) (see (3) in
Section 3) has no multiple root. This condition on g(T ) holds for all
examples which are known at present.
(3) We have char(U(9 )G(9 )) | g without the assumption on
A(9 ) (Proposition 1).
(4) When k=Q(+p), theorems similar to Theorem A are already
obtained in [3] and [9]. They are formulated (and proved) in a way different
from Theorem A. Namely, they are formulated in terms of (not classical
Gauss sums nor our G(9 ) but) ‘‘universal power series for Jacobi sums’’
F\(u, v) or its ‘‘factor’’ G\(u), \ # Gal(Q Q(+p)), which are constructed
and studied by Ihara [13], Anderson [1], [3], Ihara, Kaneko and Yukinari
[14], Miki [23] etc. We can regard Theorem A as a generalization of them
because of the formulas for some special values of F\ and G\ (cf. [13,
Theorem 7], [1, Section 12], see also [3, Theorem 5.3], [23, Theorem 2]).
(5) Let k=Q(+p) and U&0, 2 the odd part of the group U0, 2 of local
units u of Qp(+p) satisfying u#1 mod(‘p&1)2, where ‘p is a primitive p th
root of unity. Iwasawa proved that the subgroup of U&0, 2 generated by
certain Gauss sums of k coincides with U&0, 2 if and only if p does not divide
the class number of k+=Q(cos(2?p)) (cf. Iwasawa [18, Theorem 8]).
Recently, Y. Hachimori and the author [8] obtained a similar result for
any imaginary abelian field k satisfying the assumption (1). Theorem A and
the theorems in [3], [9] mentioned above are regarded as a ‘‘k -version’’
of these results on the base field k.
Remark 2. Several authors have made some efforts to give an effective
method to verify Greenberg’s conjecture (with a help of computer) for a
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given p and a given real abelian field k (see Sumida and the author [12],
Ozaki and Taya [24] and their references). Recently, such methods are
established in [12], Kraft and Schoof [19] and Kurihara [20] when k is
a real abelian field for which the exponent of 2=Gal(kQ) divides ( p&1).
Applying (one of) them, it is known, for example, that the conjecture is
valid when p=3 and k=Q(- d ) with 1<d<104 ([12]).
3. SOME 4-MODULES
In this section, we recall some fundamental facts on p-adic L-functions
and the 4-modules A , Un and U, which are necessary in the later sections.
Regarding , | and * as primitive Dirichlet characters, we divide the
odd character 9 or  into the following four classes:
(A) ( p){1 and *( p){1,
(B) ( p)=1,
(C) *( p)=1 and {|,
(D) =|.
When =|, it is known that
A(9 )=A(9*)=[1] (2)D
by using Stickelberger’s theorem (cf. Washington [27, p. 199]).
Assume {| for a while. By Iwasawa [16, Section 6], there exists a
unique power series g(T ) in O[[T]] related to the p-adic L-function
Lp(s, *) by
g((1+q)s&1)=Lp(s, *). (3)
By the p-adic Weierstrass preparation theorem, we can uniquely write
g(T )=P(T) u(T) (4)
for a distinguished polynomial P(T ) in O[T] and a unit u of 4 since the
+-invariant of the power series g(T ) is zero (cf. Ferrero and Washington
[5]). The Leopoldt conjecture for (k, p) proved by Brumer [2] asserts
that Lp(1, *){0. Hence, by (3) and (4), we have
T&q |3 P(T ). (5)
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Put |n=|n(T )=(1+T) p
n
&1 (n0). It is known in the case (A) or (C)
that
P(T ) and |n are relatively prime for any n. (6)A,C
In the case (B), since Lp(s, *) has a simple zero at s=0 (cf. Ferrero and
Greenberg [4, Proposition 2]), we get
T & P(T ), T&q & P*(T ) (6$)B
from (3) and (4). Corresponding to (6)A, C , we have in the case (B)
P(T )T and |n are relatively prime for any n. (6)B
The assertions (6)A, C and (6)B are immediate consequences of [16, Section 6,
Lemma 3], the non-vanishing of the first Bernoulli numbers B1, / for odd
Dirichlet characters / and further (6$)B in the case (B).
The Iwasawa main conjecture proved in [22] asserts that
char(A(9 ))=P(T). (7)
Using this, it is proved (cf. [12, Section 2]) that
char(A(9*)) | P*(T) (8)
and that, in the case (B),
char(A(9*)) | P*(T )(T&q). (8)B
For a prime ideal p of k over p, let pn and Upn be the same as in
Section 2. Put
Vpn := ,
mn
NmnUpm and Vn := ‘
p | p
Vpn . (9)
Here, Nmn denotes the norm map, and in the product >p | p , p runs over
all prime ideals of k over p. Then, we have
U= Vn .
It is easily proved and is known (cf. [6, Section 2]) that
{Un(9 )=Vn(9 )Nn0 Vn(9 )=V0(9 )=[1]
if ( p){1,
in the case (B),
(10)
Tn :=TorZp Un(9 )={[1]+pn+1
in the case (A) or (B),
in the case (C) or (D)
. (11)
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Here, TorZp denotes the torsion submodule as a Zp-module. We put
T := Tn (/U(9 )).
On the 4-modules Un(9), Vn(9) and U(9), the following fact is fundamental.
Put &n=&n(T )=|n(T )T (n1).
Lemma 1. (cf. [6, Propositions 1, 2]). According as  satisfies (A), (B),
(C) or (D), we have:
(A) U(9 )&4, Un(9 )&4(|n) (n0),
(B) U(9 )&4, Vn(9 )&4(&n) (n1),
(C), (D) U(9 )T&4, Un(9 )Tn &4(|n) (n0).
Proof of Theorem B. When {| (resp. =|), we have char(U(9*)
C(9*))=P* (T ) (resp. U(9*)=C(9*)) by [15, Proposition 3] and [6,
Theorem 1]. The assertion follows immediately from this and (7) (resp. (2)D).
K
4. STICKELBERGER ELEMENTS, GAUSS SUMS
This section is a preliminary for the next section in which we define the
4-submodule G(9 ) of U(9 ).
Put Gn=Gal(kn Q) and 1n=Gal(knk). Then, Gn=2_1n . Let qn be
the conductor of kn . Putting q$=qp, we have p |3 q$ and qn=q$pn+1
(n0). Let Fn be the qn th cyclotomic field; Fn=Q(+qn). We identify
G n=Gal(FnQ) with (ZqnZ)_ in the usual way:
G n=(Zqn Z)_, _z=z mod qn .
The Stickelberger element % n is defined by
% n :=:
z
$ (1&zqn) _&1z # Q[G n].
Here, z runs over all integers with 1z<qn and (z, q)=1. We denote by
%n the image of % n by the restriction map Q[G n]  Q[Gn].
For a moment, we assume {|. Then, by [27, Proposition 7.6], we
have
e9 %n # e9 Zp[Gn]. (12)
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By the identification e9 Zp[2]=O in Section 2, we can identify e9Zp[Gn]
with O[1n]. Then, denote by !n the element of O[1n] corresponding to
e9 %n ; !n=e9 %n . It is known (cf. [16, Section 6]) that (!n)n0 is a
projective system with respect to the restriction maps O[1n+1]  O[1n]
(n0), and that, by the identification 1+T=#,
g(T)= !n . (13)
Let On be the ring of integers of Fn . Let L be a prime ideal of Fn with
L |3 q, and l=L & Q the prime number contained in L. Denote by /L the
character of (OnL)_, with values in +qn (/Fn), defined by the congruence
/L(y)=/L ( y mod L)#y(NL&1)qn mod L, y # On with L |3 y. (14)
Fixing a primitive l th root ‘l of unity, we define the gauss sum g"n(L) by
g"n(L) :=&:
y
/L ( y) ‘Tr( y)l ( # Fn(+l)
_).
Here, y runs over a complete set of representatives of (OnL)_, and Tr
denotes the trace map OnL  ZlZ. For _ # G n ( &Gal(Fn(+l)Q(+l))), we
easily see (cf. Sinnott [25, p. 197]) that
g"n(L)_= g"n(L_). (15)
For an ideal a of kn with (a, q)=1, letting aOn=>L LeL be the prime
decomposition of aOn , we put
g$n(a) :=‘
L
g"n(L)eL.
Let t be the cardinality of the multiplicative group of the residue class field
of a prime ideal of k over p. Then, we see from (1) that for any x # k_n with
(x, p)=1, xt is congruent to 1 modulo any prime ideal of kn over p. Hence,
for x as above, we may regard xt as an element of Un by embedding k_n
into >p | p k_pn diagonally, kpn being the same as in Section 2. We put
gn(a) :=g$n(a)t.
Let m=ma be the product of all prime numbers l for which some prime
ideal of kn over l appears in the prime decomposition of a. Then, we see
from (15) and the definition of g$n(a) that
g$n(a), gn(a) # kn(+m)_.
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As (m, q)=1, Gn=Gal(kn Q) is canonically isomorphic to Gal(kn(+m)
Q(+m)). Hence, elements of Z[Gn] can act on g$n(a), gn(a). In particular,
we see from (15) that
g$n(a)_= g$n(a_), gn(a)_= gn(a_) (_ # Gn). (15$)
For x # k_n with (x, q)=1, we put
g$n(x) :=g$n((x)), gn(x) :=gn((x))= g$n(x)t.
Here, (V)=(V)kn denotes the principal ideal of kn generated by V .
Stickelberger’s Theorem (cf. [25, Proposition 3.1]). Let X be an
element of Z[Gn], and assume that X%n # Z[Gn]. Then for any ideal a of kn
with (a, q)=1, we have g$n(a)X # k_n and (g$n(a)
X)=aX%n. Consequently, we
have
gn(a)X # k_n , gn(a)
X # Un and (gn(a)X)=atX%n.
5. THE 4-SUBMODULE G(9 )
5.1. Definition of gn(a)e9
In all what follows, an ideal of a number field always means one which
is relatively prime to q. In this subsection, we define semi-local units gn(a)e9
for ideals a of kn . Using them, we define the 4-submodule G(9 ) of U(9 )
in Section 5-2 (resp. Section 5-3) when {| (resp. =|).
Let a be an ideal of kn and m=ma the integer defined in Section 4.
Further, let U n be the group of semi-local units of kn(+m) at p; namely, U n
is the product of the groups of principal units of the completions of kn(+m)
at the primes over p. We regard Un as a subgroup of U n in a natural way.
As Gn=Gal(kn Q) is canonically isomorphic to Gal(kn(+m)Q(+m)) (see
Section 4), Zp[Gn] and its subring Zp[2] act on U n (as well as on Un).
Clearly, Un(9 )/U n(9 ). We have gn(aq$p
n+1
# Un from Stickelberger’s
theorem since q$pn+1%n # Z[Gn] by the definition of %n . Therefore, gn(a)q$ #
U n as gn(a) # kn(+m)_, and hence, the 9-component gn(a)q$e9 is well
defined. We define gn(a)e9 to be the unique element of U n(9 ) satisfying
(gn(a)e9)q$= gn(a)q$e9
We see in Section 5-2 (resp. Section 5-3) that gn(a)e9 (resp. gn(a)e9(T&q)) is
contained in Un(9 ) when {| (resp. =|).
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5.2. The Case {|
Assume {|. For a while, we fix n0. Let e9, s be an element of Z[2]
such that e9, s #e9 mod ps. Then,
e9, s=e9+ psX, _X # Zp[2].
By (12) and the definition of %n , we have
q$e9, s %n=q$e9 %n+ psq$%n X # Zp[Gn], \sn+1.
Since the L.H.S. of the above is contained in (1pn+1) Z[Gn], we get
q$e9, s %n # Z[Gn], \sn+1. (16)
Let a be any ideal of kn . From Stickelberger’s theorem and (16), we see
that
gn(a)q$e9, s # k_n and gn(a)
q$e9, s # Un .
Therefore, by letting s  , we observe that
gn(a)e9 # Un(9)
from the definition of gn(a)e9.
We put
G$n(9) :=(gn(a)e9 | \a) Zp /Un(9).
Here, (V) Zp means the subgroup generated by V over Zp , and a runs over
all ideals of kn . By (15$), this is a 4-submodule of Un(9). We easily see
from (15$) and the definitions of gn(a) and G$n(9) that
G$n(9)=(gn(a)e9 | \a s.t.[a] # An) Zp
=(gn(a)e9 | \a s.t.[a] # An(9)) Zp .
Here, for an ideal a of kn , [a] denotes the ideal class represented by a.
Let x be an element of k_n with (x, q)=1. Then, as q$p
n+1%n # Z[Gn], we
get
g$n(x)q$p
n+1
# k_n and (g$n(x)
q$pn+1)=(x)q$pn+1%n
from Stickelberger’s theorem. Hence, for some unit = of kn ,
gn(x)q$p
n+1
= g$n(x)tq$p
n+1
==txtq$pn+1%n.
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As 9 is odd, =te9 is a root of unity (cf. [27, Theorem 4.12]). Therefore, we
obtain from the above and (11),
gn(x)e9{=x
te9%n
#xte9%n mod Tn
in the case (A) or (B)
in the case (C).
(17)
By (13) and (4), we have
xte9%n=xte9g=xte9 Pu. (18)
Therefore, we see that
{G$n(9)#Un(9)
P
G$n(9) Tn #Un(9)P Tn
in the case (A) or (B),
in the case (C).
(19)
Now, we define a 4-submodule Gn(9) of Un(9) by
G$n(9) in the case (A),
Gn(9) :={G$n(9) Vn(9)PT in the case (B), (20)G$n(9) Tn in the case (C).
We prove
Lemma 2. Assume {|. Then, Nn+1n Gn+1(9)=Gn(9) for n0.
In view of Lemma 2, we define the 4-submodule G(9) of U(9) by
G(9) := Gn(9) (/U(9)).
Then, by Lemma 1 and (19), (20), we obtain
Proposition 1. Assume {|. Then, the quotient U(9)G(9) is finitely
generated and torsion over 4. Moreover, the characteristic polynomial
char(U(9)G(9)) divides P(T ) in the case (A) or (C), and it divides
P (T )T in the case (B).
Proof of Lemma 2. Let c1 , ..., cs be generators of An(9) over Zp , and let
ai be an ideal of kn representing the class ci (1is). Let a be any ideal
of kn such that [a] # An(9). Then, writing a=xad11 } } } a
ds
s for some x # k
_
n
and di # Z, we have
gn(a)e9= gn(x)e9 ‘
i
gn(ai)e9di.
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Then, from (17)(20), we obtain
(gn(ai)e9 | 1is) Zp Un(9)
P in the case (A),
Gn(9)={(gn(ai)e9 | 1is) Zp Vn(9)PT in the case (B), (21)(gn(ai)e9 | 1is) Zp TnUn(9)P in the case (C).
Here, in the case (B), we have used
gn(x)e9=xte9P u=(xte9u)TPT # Vn(9)PT,
which holds since UTn /Vn by local class field theory.
Let A n be the Sylow p-subgroup of the ideal class group of Fn . Denote
by A &n (resp. A
&
n ) the odd part of A n (resp. An). Let L be any prime ideal
of Fn+1 of degree one such that [L ] # A &n+1. Define ideals L, l and l of
kn+1 , Fn and kn , respectively, by
L=NFkL , l =Nn+1n L , l=NFk l =Nn+1nL.
Here, NFk denotes the norm map from Fn+1 (resp. Fn) to kn+1 (resp. kn),
and Nn+1n denotes the norm map from Fn+1 (resp. kn+1) to Fn (resp. kn).
Since L is of degree one, the above ideals are prime ideals over l=L & Q
of degree one. We see from (21) that it suffices to show
Nn+1n gn+1(L)e9= gn(l)e9 (22)
because (i) every ideal class contains a prime ideal of degree one and (ii)
the norm maps
A &n+1  A
&
n+1 , A
&
n+1  A
&
n
are surjective (and because of (9), (10)).
Let /L (resp. /l ) be the character of (On+1 L )_ (resp. (On l )_) of order
q$pn+2 (resp. q$pn+1) defined by (14). We have (On+1 L )_=(On l )_=
(ZlZ)_ as L and l are of degree one. We see that (/L ) p=/l from the
definition (14). Put
==(/L )q$p
n+1
.
This is a character of (ZlZ)_ of order p. We also put for a # Z
g"(=a)=& :
l&1
y=1
=( y)a ‘ yl # k(+l)
_.
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For any element _=_1+q$pn+1a (0ap&1) of Gal(kn+1kn)=Gal(Fn+1Fn),
it follows from the definition of Gauss sums that
g"n+1(L )_=& :
l&1
y=1
/L ( y)1+q$p
n+1a‘ yl =& :
l&1
y=1
/L ( y) =a( y) ‘ yl .
Therefore, by using the Davenport-Hasse relation (cf. Lang [21, p. 61]),
we observe that
Nn+1ng"n+1(L )= ‘
p&1
a=0 \& :
l&1
y=1
/L ( y) =a( y) ‘ yl +
=\& :
l&1
y=1
(/L ) p ( y) ‘ yl +_‘_ ‘
p&1
a=0
g"(=a)
= g"n(l )_‘_l( p&1)2
for some ‘ # +q$pn+2 . Here, the last equality holds because, as is easily seen,
g"(=0)=1 and g"(=a) g"(= p&a)=l (1ap&1). It follows from this and
the definition of gn(a) that
Nn+1n gn+1(L)= gn(l)_‘a_lb (a, b # Z).
The assertion (22) follows from this because the extra factor ‘a (resp. lb)
vanishes by the action of e9 as {| (resp.  is nontrivial). K
5.3. The Case =|
Let us deal with the case =|. We easily see (cf. [27, Lemma 6.9]) that
%n } (#&(1+q))=%n } (T&q) # Z[Gn].
Hence, by Stickelberger’s theorem, we have for any ideal a of kn ,
gn(a)T&q # k_n and gn(a)
T&q # Un ,
and hence, in particular,
gn(a)e|(T&q)= gn(a)(T&q) e| # Un(|).
Then, we define a 4-submodule Gn(|) of Un(|) by
Gn(|) :=(gn(a)e|(T&q) | \a) Zp Tn .
Let x be an element of k_n with (x, q)=1. We can prove
gn(x)(T&q) e|==te|xte|(T&q) %n
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for some unit = of kn similarly to (17). On the other hand, it is known (cf.
[27, Lemma 7.12]) that
e|(T&q) %n # e| Zp[1n]_.
Therefore, we have Gn(|)=Un(|) since =te| # Tn (cf. [27, Theorem 4.12]).
Then, we put
G(|) := Gn(|)=U(|). (23)
6. KUMMER DUALITY
When =|, the assertion of Theorem A holds by (2)D and (23). When
{|, if P=1 (resp. P T=1) in the case (A) or (C) (resp. (B)), then we
see that char(A(9*))=1 by (8) (resp. (8)B) and that char(U(9)G(9))=1
by Proposition 1. So, Theorem A holds also in this case.
By the above, we may well assume that {| and P {1 (resp. PT{1)
in what follows. Write
P(T )={P1(T)
e(1) } } } Pr(T)e(r)
TP1(T )e(1) } } } Pr(T )e(r)
in the case (A) or (C),
in the case (B).
Here, Pi (1ir) are irreducible distinguished polynomials with Pi {Pj
(i{ j), and e(i)’s are natural numbers. Then, correspondingly, P*(T ) is
written
P* (T )={P1*(T )
e(1) } } } Pr*(T )e(r)
(T&q) P1*(T )e(1) } } } Pr*(T)e(r)
in the case (A) or (C),
in the case (B).
Let Mk be the maximal pro-p abelian extension unramified outside p,
and put X=Gal(Mk). We can view X as a Zp[[G]]-module in a
natural way. For a Qp -character 8 of 2, denote by M(8) the intermediate
field of Mk corresponding to >8${8 X(8$) by Galois theory. Here,
8$ runs over all Qp-characters of 2 with 8${8. As in Section 2, X(9*)=
Gal(M(9*)k) can be viewed as a module over 4=O[[T]]. Suppose
that the assumption on A(9) in Theorem A holds. Then, by (7), we have
A(9)t4(P). (24)
Here, for 4-modules A and B, we write AtB when A and B are pseudo-
isomorphic. From this and [17, Theorem 16], we get
X(9*)t4(P*). (25)
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Hence, for each i (1ir) and e (1ee(i)), there exists an intermediate
field M(9*) i, e of M(9*)k which is Galois over Q and for which
Gal(M(9*) i, ek)t4(P*ei ).
This extension M(9*) i, e is unique in the following sense. Let M(9*)$i, e be
another extension satisfying the above properties. Then, by (25), M(9*) i, e
and M(9*)$i, e are extensions of finite degree over M(9*) i, e & M(9*)$i, e .
The purpose of this section is to construct an extension M(9*)i, e as
above explicitly by using p-power roots of certain gauss sums under the
assumption of Theorem A.
We fix i with 1ir. Put Qi (T)=P(T )Pi (T )e(i). Then, by (24),
A(9)Qit4(Pe(i)i ). (26)
Since Pi |3 |n (see (6)), the abelian group 4(Pe(i)i , |n) is finite. For n0,
let pa(n) be the exponent of 4(Pe(i)i , |n). It is known (cf. [21, p. 128]) that
|a(n)&n| is bounded as n  . (27)
By the definition of pa(n), we can take a polynomial Xn(T) in O[T] such
that
XnPe(i)i #p
a(n) mod |n . (28)
This is uniquely determined modulo |n as Pi |3 |n . The polynomial Xn was
introduced and played an important roll in our previous investigations [10,
11, 12] on Greenberger’s conjecture. Let pb(n) be the exponent of An(9).
Take en # Z[2] such that en #e9 mod pa(n)+b(n) and en #e9 mod p2(n+1).
We can and shall choose polynomials P, n , un , Yn , Pi, n , Qi, n in enZ[2][T]
so that
P, n#P , un#u , Yn #Xn ,
Pi, n#Pi , Qi, n#Qi mod (|n , pa(n)+b(n))
since P , u etc. are elements of O[[T]]=e9Zp[2][[T]]. These polyno-
mials act on elements of k_n and ideals of kn (by #=1+T ). By (28), we
have
Yn(Pi, n)e(i)#en pa(n) mod (|n , pa(n)+b(n)). (28$)
We have q$en%n # Z[Gn] by (16), and
en%n #P, n un mod (|n , pa(n)+b(n))
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by (13) and (4). Therefore, from Stickelberger’s theorem, we see for each
ideal a of kn with [a] # An(9), that gn(a)q$en # k_n and that
(gn(a)q$en)kn=a
tq$en%n=atq$P, nun(x) pa(n) (29)
for some x # k_n . By P=QiP
e(i)
i and (28$), we have
P, nYn #Qi, n(Pi, n)e(i) Yn #Qi, n pa(n) mod (|n , pa(n)+b(n)).
Then, by letting Yn act on both sides of (29), we obtain
(gn(a)q$enYn)kn=a
tq$unP, nYn(x$) pa(n)=atq$un Qi, npa(n)(x") pa(n) (30)
for some x$, x" # k_n .
Let c(n)=min(n+1, a(n)). For each e (1ee(i)), we put
M(9*) i, e :=k((gn(a)q$enYn(Pi, n)
e(i)&e
)1p
c(n)
| \n0, \a s.t.[a] # An(9)).
Proposition 2. Assume A(9)t4( f ) for some f # 4 (the assumption
of Theorem A). Under the above notation, the extension M(9*) i, ek is
contained in M(9*) and is Galois over Q. Moreover, we have
Gal(M(9*) i, ek)t4(P*ei ).
Proof. By (30), M(9*) i, e /M. Define a subgroup Ve of k_ QpZp
by
Ve :=(gn(a)q$en Yn(Pi, n)
e(i)&ep&c(n) | \n0, \a s.t.[a] # An(9)) Zp .
By (15$), the subgroup Ve is stable under the action of G . Therefore,
M(9*) i, e is Galois over Q, and hence Gal(M(9*) i, e k) is a module over
Zp[[G]]. From the Kummer pairing
Gal(M(9*) i, ek)_Ve  +p ,
we obtain a Zp[[G]]-isomorphism
Gal(M(9*) i, ek)&Hom(Ve , +p). (31)
Here, for f # Hom(Ve , +p), _ # G acts by f _(v)=( f (v_
&1
))_ (v # Ve). In
particular, for _ # 2, f _(v)= f (v_&1|(_)). From this, we get
f e9*(v)= f (ve9), f (e9*) _(v)= f (ve9_&1|(_)) (_ # 2). (32)
Hence, we have Hom(Ve , +p)(9*)=Hom(Ve(9), +p). But, we see that
Ve=Ve(9) from the definition of Ve . Therefore, Gal(M(9*) i, ek)
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equals its 9*-component. From this and M(9*) i, e /M, we get M(9*) i, e
/M(9*). By the above, Ve (resp. each side of (31)) is a module over
e9 Zp[2] (resp. e9*Zp[2]), and hence is a O[[T]]-module. Further, (31)
is an isomorphism over O[[T]].
Now, by (25), it suffices to show that
Hom(Ve , +p)Pi
Ve
t[1], Hom(Ve , +p)Pi
Ve&1
t% [1]. (33)
The second formula in (32) asserts that for : # O,
f :(v)= f (v:), \f # Hom(Ve , +p), \v # Ve
because of the way of our identification O=e9Zp[2]=e9*Zp[2] in
Section 2. On the other hand, the generator #=1+T of 1 acts on f #
Hom(Ve , +p) by
f #(v)=( f (v#&1))#=( f (v(1+T )&1))1+q= f (v(1+q)(1+T )&1), \v # Ve .
Therefore, for any distinguished polynomial P(T ) (# O[T]), we have
f P(T )(v)= f (vP(T4 )) and f P(T4 )(v)= f (vP(T )) (T4 =(1+q)(1+T )&1&1).
Hence, we get a perfect pairing
Hom(Ve , +p)P*_VePVe  +p,
where
PVe=Ker(Ve  V Pe ; v [ v
P).
From this, we obtain the equivalence
Hom(Ve , +p)Pi
Ve$
t[1]  V Pi
e$
e is finite (e$1).
By (28$), we observe that
(gn(a)q$enYn(Pi, n)
e(i)&e p&c(n))Pi
e
= gn(a)q$enYn(Pi, n)
e(i) p&c(n)=1.
Thus, we get V Pi
e
e =[1]. Let us prove that V
Pi
e&1
e =V1 is not finite. Assume,
on the contrary, that it is finite, namely, that the extension M(9*) i, 1 k
is of finite degree. Then, there is a constant d0 such that
gn(a)q$en Yn(Pi, n)
e(i)&1pd # (k_)
pc(n)
for all n0 and all ideals a with [a] # An(9). Therefore, by using (30), we
see that
atq$unQi, n(Pi, n)e(i)&1 p a(n)+d=(x) p c(n) (34)
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for some x # k_m with some mn. Recalling the definition of un , we see that
un is a unit of enZ[2][T](|n , pa(n)+b(n)) as u # 4_. So, we may well
neglect the exponent un in (34). Also note that |a(n)&c(n)| is bounded
as n   (see (27)) and that the natural map An(9)  Am(9) (mn)
induced from the inclusion kn  km is injective as 9 is odd (cf. [27,
Proposition 13.26]). Then, by (34), the exponent of An(9)QiPi
e(i)&1
is
bounded as n  . This contradicts (26). Thus, V P i
e&1
e is not finite.
Therefore, we have proved (33), and hence Proposition 2. K
7. PROOF OF THEOREM A
As we have remarked at the beginning of Section 6, we may and shall
assume that {| and P {1 (resp. PT{1) in the case (A) or (C)
(resp. (B)). We use the same notation as in the previous sections.
Let Lk be the maximal unramified pro-p abelian extension. Denote
by L$k (resp. K$nkn) the maximal unramified pro-p abelian extension
in which every prime divisor of k (resp. kn) over p splits completely.
Further, let L$n be the maximal abelian extension of kn contained in L$. Put
L(9*)=L & M(9*), L$(9*)=L$ & M(9*),
L$n(9*)=L$n & M(9*), K$n(9*)=K$n & M(9*).
Then, L(9*)#L$(9*), L$n(9*)#K$n(9*) k . The following two assertions
are consequences of the Leopoldt conjecture for (k, p) proved in [2]:
[L(9*) : L$(9*)]<. (35)
[L$n(9*) : K$n(9*) k] is (finite and) bounded as n  . (36)
For these, see Sumida [26, Proposition 1(b) and Lemmas 1, 2]. By class
field theory, we have
Gal(L(9*)k)=A(9*). (37)
Fix i with 1ir. In view of (8), (8)B and Proposition 1, it suffices to
prove, for each e (1ee(i)), the equivalence
(I) P*ei | char(A(9*))  (II) P
e
i | char(U(9)G(9)).
We first show the following:
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Claim. The condition (I) holds if and only if there is a constant d0
such that
gn(a)e9 XnPi
e(i)&epd # Un(9) p
c(n)
(38)
for all n and all ideals a of kn with [a] # An(9).
Proof. By Proposition 2 and (37), we see that (I) holds if and only if
there is a constant d0 such that
(gn(a)q$enYn(Pi, n)
e(i)&epd)1p
c(n)
# L(9*) (39)
for all n and all a as above. Taking large enough d, we may replace L(9*)
in (39) by K$n(9*)k because of (35), (36). For each n, let K"n be the
extension of kn generated by the L.H.S. of (39) for all a with [a] # An(9).
Then, we have K"n /K$n(9*) k by the above. We see that K"n is Galois
over Q and Gal(K"nkn)(9*)=Gal(K"nkn) in a way similar to (a part of)
the proof of Proposition 2. From this, we get K"n /K$n(9*) since K"n /
K$n(9*) k and Gal(K$n(9*) kkn)(9*)=Gal(K$n(9*)kn) as 9*{90 .
Here, 90 is the trivial character. Therefore, we may well replace L(9*) in
(39) by K$n(9*).
Then, noting that every prime divisor of kn over p splits completely
in K$n , we see that (I) implies
gn(a)q$en Yn(Pi, n)
e(i)&epd # U p
c(n)
n (38$)
for all n0 and all a with [a] # An(9). But, (38$) is equivalent to (38)
because of the choice of Yn , Pi, n and because en #e9 mod pc(n)+n+1
and gn(a)q$p
n+1
# Un by Stickelberger’s theorem. Thus, (I) implies (38).
Conversely, assume (38) or equivalently (38$). Let K"n be the same as
above. We see that the prime divisors of kn over p split completely in K"n
by (38$) and that the other primes of kn are unramified in K"n by (30). Thus,
we get (39) and hence the condition (I). K
Now, let us prove the equivalence (I)  (II). Assume the condition (I).
Then, letting Pei act on both sides of (38), we get by (28),
gn(a)e9 p
a(n)+d
# Un(9) p
c(n)Pi
e
.
Since |a(n)&c(n)| is bounded as n  , we obtain
gn(a)e9 p
d
# Un(9)Pi
e
} Tn (40)
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for all n and all a by taking large enough d. Here, Tn=TorZp Un(9). In the
case (A) or (B), as Tn=[1] by (11), we get
Gn(9) p
d
/Un(9)Pi
e
for all n (41)
from (40) and the definition (20) of Gn(9). In the case (C), Tn=+pn+1
(see (11)). But, as Pi {T&q by (5), we see that the index [Tn : T P i
e
n ] is
bounded as n  . Therefore, we get (41) also in this case from (40) and
(20) (by taking large enough d ). From (41), the condition (II) follows.
Conversely, assume (II). Then, by using Lemma 2, we see that (41) holds
for some d0. Letting Pe(i)&ei Xn act on both sides of (41), we obtain (38)
by (28) and hence the condition (I) by Claim. K
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